
Reading the Bible selectively
Rereading the Christmas

story in the gospel of Luke last
month reminded me of how se-
lective many of us are when we
read the Bible. We remember and quote verses that
seem to confirm what we’re comfortable with, and
we ignore those that tell us things we’d rather not
know or urge us to do things we’d rather not do.

A lot of what we choose to ignore is about eco-
nomic issues. I was reminded of that recently by re-
reading the section of the Christmas story called the
Magnificat (Luke 1:47-65). It’s the section in which
Mary praises God after learning that she will be the
mother of Jesus. She’s portrayed as saying that God
has brought down the powerful, lifted up the lowly,
and sent the rich away empty. Many of us who are
financially secure and who have power of any kind
don’t want to believe that God operates like that, so
we tend to ignore that scripture.

Radical statements throughout the Bible
Not long before I reread the Magnificat, presi-

dential candidate Obama’s statement about our need-
ing to spread the wealth was in the news. It enraged
many people, especially many who say they’re Chris-
tians. I find that odd, because not only part of the

Magnificat but also many statements attrib-
uted to Jesus in the gospels seem to ad-
vocate spreading the wealth in some way.
So do many statements that, according
to the Old Testament, the Hebrew
prophets believed came from God.

One Christian friend of mine gets around the ap-
parent radicality of such statements by saying that
the Bible is not a book about economics, just as it
isn’t a book about science, and in some ways I agree
with that. Much of the Bible is expressed in meta-

Scriptures we
choose to ignore

Most of us Americans are wealthy
compared to most other people in the
world, and many scriptures that we tend to
ignore are about wealth. If we’re financially secure,
and especially if our income provides us with luxuries
as well as necessities, the many scriptures that are
critical of rich people are likely to make us uncomfort-
able. We’re therefore likely to ignore them.

But another group of scriptures that also get ig-
nored by many Christians are those that relate to
sexual behavior. Many Christians cite scriptures to
support their belief that the only legitimate marriage
is between one man and one woman, yet the Bible
says little about this, and it’s loaded with passages
about leaders who had many wives. Many Christians
also use scriptures to claim that it’s better to be mar-
ried than single, yet Jesus apparently was single.

Jesus’s teaching matters most

Also, Christian opponents of homosexuality cite
Old Testament scriptures to support their view, but
those scriptures are far outnumbered by nearby
scripture passages that these Christians ignore.
They ignore verses that forbid practices they
evidently prefer not to obey, such as sowing
two kinds of seed in the same field and wear-
ing garments made of two different materials.

The Christians who cite New Testament scrip-
tures as evidence that homosexual people shouldn’t
be clergy avoid others from the same context, too.
I’ve never heard these Christians insist that greed,
envy, boastfulness, or foolishness should keep any-
one from being clergy, yet those behaviors are con-
demned in the same few New Testament scriptures
that Christians use for denouncing homosexuality.

Quoting scripture to show what be-
ing Christian requires is unconvincing if
what we quote contradicts the core of
Jesus’s teaching: God is one; love God
with all your heart, soul, mind, and
strength; love your neighbor as yourself.
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Also, in today’s world some of the needs Jesus
instructed his followers to meet relate to ways in
which governments, international corporations, and
other giant bureaucratic institutions now function.
These institutions are so large and so interconnected,
and their effects are so all-pervasive, that we can
influence them only by working to change the sys-
tems they’re part of. So it may be necessary now for
Christians to work toward getting their
governments to do some of what in ear-
lier times could be done by
Christians individually.

Inconsistent Christians
Many Christians, however, still don’t want gov-

ernment to care for the sick and the poor. I find that
odd, because the Christians who most vehemently
claim that they don’t want government interference
in these functions welcome its interference of other
kinds. They want government to interfere in the most
intimate, personal aspects of life by controlling abor-
tion and marriage, for example. Many of these same
Christians also expect major government aid if

they’re struck by hurricanes, floods, or other
such disasters. Those attitudes toward gov-

ernment seem inconsistent to me.

It seems odd, too, that so many con-
servative Christians say that the U.S.
founders were Christian (which many
actually were not) and that the U.S. is

a Christian nation (which it isn’t), yet these Chris-
tians don’t want the U.S. to do the things Jesus ap-
parently told his followers to do. Holding both of
those positions simultaneously requires being very
selective about which parts of the Bible to obey. And
ironically, the Christians who take these inconsis-
tent positions, obeying a few selected scriptures but
ignoring many topics to which Jesus gave much
greater emphasis, are the Christians who so often
criticize more liberal or progressive Christians for
picking and choosing what parts
of the Bible to believe.

How do we choose?
Whether we’re conservative or progressive, how-

ever, personal comfort seems to be the basis on
which many of us decide how to interpret biblical
instructions and choose which ones to follow. I’m

phorical language that apparently was
never meant to be taken literally. Also,
much of the Bible clearly applies only
to the setting in which it was written. It
doesn’t fit today’s global economic

scene, just as it doesn’t reflect what has now been
discovered through science.

However, these explanations don’t let us off the
hook with regard to applying the principles that ap-
pear throughout the Bible, about treating people with
compassion and justice. Unlike rules and commands
that pertain only to the ancient cultures from which
they arose, the biblical principles of compassion and
justice apply to today’s world just as to yesterday’s.
We’re responsible for applying them in our setting,
and many of them are about economic issues.

The ideal world isn’t here yet
Another way in which many Christians seem to

avoid feeling the need to apply the Bible’s instruc-
tions about economic issues is by acknowledging
that we need to share our wealth but
saying we should be free to do it
voluntarily rather than have the
government force us to do it.

Relying on voluntary sharing
might be adequate if we were living in
the ideal world and everyone in it was a perfect
Christian. In the situation that the Lord’s Prayer de-
scribes as God’s kingdom having come on earth,
everyone with money to spare would presumably
be actively and personally feeding the hungry, tak-
ing care of the sick, and so on. But since that ideal
world hasn’t yet arrived, we apparently need to meet

these needs in other ways. We need to
compensate somehow for the fact that
in the present non-ideal world, indi-
vidual Christians aren’t getting all the

hungry fed or all the sick taken care of.

We also need to take into account the
fact that much of today’s medical care
requires money and facilities far be-
yond what individuals can furnish.
MRIs and chemotherapy go far be-
yond what the good Samaritan
could have provided to care for the
injured man on the road to Jericho.



What about filling the hungry with good things
and sending the rich away empty? I’m glad to give
some canned food or a turkey when there’s a com-
munity or church food drive. I’m even willing to
make fairly generous financial gifts for such pur-

poses. But I’m certainly not will-
ing to give so much that I’m left
empty! And surely God wouldn’t
expect me to do anything so unrea-

sonable. After all, whatever “riches” I have came
entirely from legal means, so there’s surely no rea-
son for me to have to give them up. So I choose to
ignore the possibility of my being sent away empty.

But what if God’s kind of justice actually requires
those of us who are richer than many others of the
world’s people to do without a lot of the luxuries
we now treat as necessities—to become a lot emp-
tier than we now are? And what if “thrones”
is a metaphor for all sources of imperial,
top-down power? Jesus actively op-
posed those, and apparently we need
to, too, as his followers. What if “the
lowly” are all people who are being

treated unjustly, and those who don’t have
enough of life’s necessities? If that’s what
this scripture is about, as I suspect it is,

ignoring it is a big mistake—possibly a
sin, in biblical terms.

Taboo for us but not for Jesus
There are plenty of other statements in the Bible,

including many attributed to Jesus, that confront us
with questions so uncomfortable that we ignore
them. A high proportion of those relate to economic
issues. Many others speak about how governments
and rulers function and how we sometimes should
refuse to support them.
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perfectly willing to obey “Honor your father and
mother,” for example. My parents are no longer liv-
ing, and I feel that mostly I treated them
well, so this commandment doesn’t
make me uncomfortable, therefore I
don’t feel any need to ignore it.

But what if this commandment’s meaning is
broader? What if it is about how societies treat their
elderly people—their “fathers and mothers”? What
if it applies to how we treat our elderly citizens who
can’t afford medical treatment? I’d rather not think
about needing to be responsible for that, so I try to
avoid interpreting that scripture in that way.

It’s hard when it applies to us
Our choice of which parts of the Bible to pay

attention to usually depends a lot, too, on which
parts seem to apply personally to us. It’s easy enough
to read about God toppling other people from their
pedestals, but when a scripture says we’re not en-
titled to stay on ours, we don’t want to believe it.

What about the
part of the Magnificat
about God’s having
“lifted up the lowly,”
for example? I as-
sume Mary was lowly
mainly in the sense of
being a nobody, a
peasant. But since I’m

not a peasant, I’m uneasy about seeing God por-
trayed as lifting up peasants. Could that mean God
supports radical activities like peasant uprisings? I
hope not, because that could harm non-peasants like
me. So I prefer to ignore the part of the Magnificat
about God lifting up the lowly.
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[God] has brought down
the powerful from their
thrones, and lifted up
the lowly; he has filled
the hungry with good
things, and sent the rich
away empty.

—Luke 1: 52-53
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more seriously about the economic-justice issues
raised throughout the Bible. We need to keep asking
whether proposed government policies show the kind
of compassion that Jesus taught. Will they help to
heal the sick and feed the hungry? Will the policies
help all people to have enough of life’s basic needs?
Will they lessen injustice?

Whether the policies are labeled Christian or not
doesn’t matter. In fact, sometimes religious labels
needlessly drive potential supporters away. What
matters is whether the proposed policies will pro-
mote Christlike compassion and justice.

Many of today’s Christians consider such topics
unmentionable in church. Yet these topics had high
priority—maybe top priority—for Jesus. To
me, that means we need to give them
high priority too, and we need to be
talking about them in church.

An important time for asking questions
Whether we consider ourselves conservative,

liberal, or progressive, and whether we voted for the
incoming U.S. President or not, this time in which
the new U.S. administration is taking office is an
especially important time for Christians to think
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